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Anti-communism and â€žeurocommunismâ€œ in the European countries became more active. The so-called â€žperestroikaâ€œ in the
USSR was accompanied with vociferous anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda. Anti-communist hysteria has taken over all the mass
media. Lie, slander, misinformation have got the green light.Â Eurocommunism has lifted its head. The ideological struggle against
eurocommunism is now actual as never, as long as it is, like any other opportunism, more dangerous than bourgeois anticommunism
which is open and clear. Bourgeoisie always defends its power and interests by all means, up to military force. It turns openly from the
regime of bourgeois democracy to the extreme form of reaction â€“ fascism. Supporters of Eurocommunism hoped to transform society
towards socialism within the constitutional and legal means provided by the capitalist system, primarily by attaining parliamentary power.
In the words of former Spanish Communist Party General Secretary Santiago JosÃ© Carrillo Solares, the aim was "democratizing the
apparatus of the capitalist state," but "without needing to destroy it radically by force." The reason this idea could gain footing on the left
had to do with the legacies of fascism and Stalinism in Russia, which gave the institution of parliament an increa

